VA DoD HEALTH CARE CLINIC
CONSTRUCTION TOUR
Tuesday April 12th  5:30 PM

Project Location
VA DoD Outpatient Clinic
201 9th Street, Marina CA 93933

Please meet in front of the gate/outside of the site.

Project Description
This 104,000 Square Foot project consists of the design and construction of a new three-story health care clinic containing medical/surgical suites, mental health care, audiology, and physical and occupational therapy ancillary and diagnostic services.

On this guided tour with Otto Construction you will see:

- The design of the project in the construction phase
- POD system –The increased speed, efficiency and patient satisfaction
- The project is LEED Gold
- BIM and the benefits of using it on this project

Otto Construction will provide safety equipment for the tour.

There is a maximum attendance for this event of 20 people.

Please RSVP by Monday, April 11 at 5 pm
831.372.6527 or aiamb@sbcglobal.net